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Laxmi Publications Pvt. Ltd, 2010. Softcover. Book Condition: New. First edition. C++ Programming
Fundamentals teaches the basics of C++ programming in an easy-to-follow style, without assuming
previous experience in any other language. A variety of example such as game programming, club
membership organization, grade tracking and grade point average calculation, make learning C++
both fun and practical. Each Chapter contains at least one complete, fully functional example
program, with several smaller examples provided throughout the book, Complete source code for
each example in the book is provided on the accompanying CD-ROM, along with additional
example code for further parctice. KEY FEATURES Teaches Programming basics in C++ without
requiring previous experience in another language Discusses all fundamental programming
concepts, such as variables and expressions, functions, error and exception handling, classes,
inheritance, data structures, and algorithms Contains useful, hands-on projects, including a grade
tracking/GPA program, a club membership organizer, a 2D game, a basic unit converter, and more
Covers Visual C++ Windows Programming iwth Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) and class wizards
Provides exercises, review questions, and activities as the end of each chapter Includes a CD-ROM
(WIN) with sample project, source code for all example covered in the book, additional examples,
and...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very entertaining to read through. It normally is not going to expense too
much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- Otilia Schinner-- Otilia Schinner

It is not di icult in go through easier to understand. It normally fails to price too much. I am very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
ebook i actually have read through within my personal lifestyle and can be he best publication for ever.
-- Miss Ebony Brakus IV-- Miss Ebony Brakus IV
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